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HighOrder Open Boundaries 
Abstract
The twodimensional linearized shallow water equations are considered in unbounded
domains with density stratication Wave dispersion and advection eects are also taken
into account The innite domain is truncated via a rectangular articial boundary B and
a highorder Open Boundary Condition OBC is imposed on B Then the problem is solved
numerically in the nite domain bounded by B A recently developed boundary scheme is
employed which is based on a reformulation of the sequence of OBCs originally proposed by
Higdon The OBCs can easily be used up to any desired order They are incorporated here in
a nite dierence scheme Numerical examples are used to demonstrate the performance and
advantages of the computational method with an emphasis on the eect of stratication
Keywords Waves Shallow Water Stratication Highorder Articial boundary Open
boundary condition Higdon KleinGordon Finite dierence Auxiliary variables
HighOrder Open Boundaries 	
 Introduction
Phenomena involving the propagation of waves in very large or unbounded domains are
applicable to many elds including acoustics electromagnetics meteorology and geophysics
However it is infeasible to compute numerical solutions for regions of this scope Therefore
it is necessary to dene articial boundaries that reduce the size of the domain To accu
rately model the wave action in the truncated region one must impose articial boundary
conditions that allow waves propagating inside the region to pass freely without spurious
re
ections which would otherwise pollute the computational domain Such a boundary con
dition is known in various names see eg  and in the context of meteorology mainly
as an Open Boundary Condition OBC
A strictly mathematical treatment of absorbing boundary conditions for hyperbolic equa
tions was presented by Engquist and Majda   based on pseudodierential operators
subsequently expanded to nonlocal operators to get local well posed conditions These
methods can be viewed as a generalization of the Sommerfeld radiation condition and the
characteristic approach A second alternative approach is the use of sponge or damping
layers to damp out disturbances prior to their reaching the articial boundary A varia
tion of this process is to construct a layer where the outgoing waves will slow down rather
than decay Hence the waves will not re
ect back into the limitedarea forecast domain of
interest except at very late times see Perkey and Kreitzberg 	 Davies  Israeli and
Orszag 		 The COAMPS Coupled OceanAtmosphere Mesoscale Prediction System
involves an atmosphere and an ocean model see Hodur 	 The equations governing each
of these models are solved in a nite computational domain Thus there is a need to apply
appropriate boundary conditions on the remote boundaries Lateral boundary conditions
implemented in COAMPS today are in order of complexity
 xed conditions
 periodic conditions
	 zeroorder radiation conditions and
 the Davies Lateral Sponge Layers 
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While this remoteboundary treatment of Davies  is ecient and may be suciently ac
curate in some cases of interest it is not so robust in that it is not directly associated with
the notion of convergence
A more recent development which is not in COAMPS is the use of perfectly matched
layers PML method introduced by Berenger  This approach can be viewed as an
improvement on the original idea of sponge layers since the PML approach allows the
solution in the layer to decay for all angles and frequencies To be more precise one surrounds
the computational domain with a nitethickness layer of specially designed model medium
which attenuates all the waves that propagate from inside the domain The parameters of
the layer are chosen such that the wave either never reaches the external boundary or if it
reaches it it does re
ect back and by the time it reaches the interface between the absorbing
sponge layer and interior computational domain its amplitude is so small that it will not
contaminate the solution The interface between computational domain and the layer should
cause minimal or zero re
ection the latter case being called the PML see also Clement 	
Karni 	 Koslo et al 	 Hu 	 Collino  Hayder et al 	 Hayder and Atkins 
Darblade et al  and Navon et al 	
In meteorology one distinguishes between a Global Model GM in which the atmo
spheric equations are solved over the entire spherical surface of the globe and a LimitedArea
Model LAM in which the solution is sought in a relatively small region  bounded by ar
ticial boundaries One very important question in computational meteorology concerns the
way in which the information obtained from the GM is incorporated in the LAM One can
use a relaxation layer for gradual transition from the LAM solution to the GM solution
One such scheme has been proposed in  by Davies  and is still used today in the
Navy code COAMPS 	 when using real data simulations The global information is taken
from the code NOGAPS Navy Operational Global Atmospheric Prediction System One
can also use PerkeyKreitzberg 	 boundary conditions Our paper is concerned only with
the nonre
ecting absorbing part of the boundary condition and the blending of global
data should be done on top of this using some blending scheme
In general it is not possible to construct a boundary condition that will be perfect in
all respects but during the last  years research has been conducted to develop OBCs
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that after discretization lead to stable accurate ecient and easilyimplemented schemes
  	  Investigations in the late s to early s produced a number of loworder
local OBCs eg the EngquistMajda  and BaylissTurkel  boundary conditions The
exact nonlocal DirichlettoNeumann DtN OBC 	  and the Perfectly Matched Layer
special damping regions  boundary conditions were developed in the late s and early
s
High order OBCs were theoretically available since the s but were regarded as imprac
tical beyond nd or 	rd order Only since the mid s have practical higher order schemes
been developed Collino  proposed such a scheme for twodimensional timedependent
wave in a rectangular domain Grote and Keller  extended the domain to three dimen
sions in a scheme based on spherical harmonic transformations They extended their work
to include elastic waves  These ndings were independently published by Sofronov 
in Russian literature Hagstrom and Hariharan  constructed highorder OBCs for two
and threedimensional domains based on the analytic series representation for the outgoing
solutions of these equations Guddati and Tassoulas  devised a highorder OBC scheme
for timedependent waves in a dimensional wave guide using rational approximation and
recursive continued fractions Givoli  derived highorder OBCs for a general class of wave
problems leading to a symmetric nite element formulation These early investigations uti
lized either timeharmonic waves or nondispersive timedependent waves in a homogeneous
medium
Wave dispersion however is an ever present phenomenon in meteorology In the late s
and early s Higdon developed OBCs for nondispersive waves     but later
showed that his schemes could be applied to the dispersive KleinGordon wave equation
	 Higdons work involves low order formulation of his scheme Givoli and Neta   
presented an algorithm for implementing the Higdon OBC to any order using highorder FD
discretization They further developed methods to rewrite the Higdon OBC without using
high order derivatives and to generate Higdon parameters that maximize the nonre
ection
property of the OBC in a dispersive wave environment Only homogeneous media and wave
guide geometries were considered in these papers
In the present work we develop high order Higdon OBC schemes for use with linearized
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shallow water equations SWEs in Cartesian coordinates with wave dispersion We further
enhance the SWE model to include the eects of stratication and advection We apply
the Higdon OBCs to all sides of a rectangular domain to restrict an innite plane We use
nitedierence schemes to numerically solve the problems We then employ discrete forms
of the Higdon OBC based on the work of Givoli and Neta  on the articial boundary
We report the results of several numerical examples to validate the use of the Higdon OBC
as an eective means of restricting a very large domain
In the next section we describe the stratied linear model In section 	 we describe the
high order Higdon OBC The discretization of the advective and stratied model is discussed
in section  Section  presents some of the numerical experiments performed with the linear
SWEs with and without stratication These experiments demonstrate the eectiveness of
the method
 A NLayer Stratied Dispersive Wave Model





































Here t is time ux y t and vx y t are the unknown velocities in the x and y directions
x y t is the unknown water elevation f is the Coriolis parameter and g is the gravity
acceleration To linearize we assume that the u v and  are dominated by constant terms
U V and H

 such that
u  U  u

 v  V  v

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Equation  is the KleinGordon form of the linearized SWEs with nonzero advection It















































This is an expanded KleinGordon equivalent for the linearized SWEs with nonzero advec
tion terms U and V  It applies to a singlelayer model but will be extended to the N layer
stratied model In case the mean 
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   












where w is the velocity in the z direction This critical step in the derivation is no longer
possible when we assume that the density  is dependent on z
We now develop a layered shallow water approximation where  is constant in each layer
Fig  Here it is assumed that the 
uid is still incompressible and that the density 
i
is
constant in each layer L
i
 but varies in the dierent layers In order for this stratication
scheme to be stable 
i
must be monotonically increasing downward  Additionally we
assume that there is no 
uid mixing between layers
Referring to the N layer shallow water model the pressure p
i
at any point in L
i
is


























is a constant ambient pressure at the surface h
i
is the water elevation in L
i
 and
N is the total number of layers in the model In  the rst summation term is the
contribution to p
i
from the layers above L
i
 The second summation term is the contribution
to p
i
from the liquid column in L
i
















































































are the x and ycomponents of velocity in L
i



















   
Equation  is the vertical momentum equation for L
i
 Together with  this completes
the description of the 
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   on B 
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 Higdon showed that the re
ection
























Since the terms in the product are all less than unity the re
ection coecient becomes
smaller with increasing J no matter what choice of C
j
is used To x ideas in this section
we consider the east boundary 
E
where   x The ideas are easily carried over to

















In   t and  x are respectively the timestep size and grid spacing in the x direction


























Note that on the west boundary we will use forward dierence operators so that only interior
points are involved Here and elsewhere 
n
pq





 and at time t
n























   
Here the index E correspond to a grid point on the boundary 
E
 Higdon has solved this











 This formula is used to nd the current values on the boundary 
E
after the solution in
the interior points and on the other boundaries has been updated The formula for J   is
found in  and the one for J  	 appears in the appendix of  The algebraic complexity
of these formulas increases rapidly with the order J  Now we show how to implement the
Higdon OBCs to any order using a simple algorithm To this end we rst multiply  by


























   




















actually does not depend on j but we keep this notation to allow easy
extensions to the scheme The coecient e
j
have opposite sign on the west boundary since
we have to have forward shift operator in x ie S

x
 Now Z in  can be written as a
sum of 	
J

















   
Here A
m








is an operator involving






 If the interior scheme is explicit otherwise see later all the
terms in the sum in  are computable at the current time step n except the one which
involves only the identity operator and no shift operators If we let this term correspond to















































which is the desired value of  on the boundary 
E

The problem now reduces to calculating Z

given by  We do this using the algorithm
proposed by Givoli and Neta  For completeness we summarize this algorithm in Box
 The basic idea is to calculate the coecients A
m






by term This is done systematically by transforming the integer counter m to a number in
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are not simple functions of the decimal representation
of the number m but they are simple functions of the digits of the base	 representation of
m






i  EE     EJ and !n  n n     nJ 
In other words we have to store the history of the values of  for a layer of thickness J  
points near the boundary 
E
and for J   time levels including the current one If there
are N
y
grid points in the y direction then the amount of storage needed in a simple storage









are needed but only those for which E
!
i n !n  J  This is clear from 
and also from  For example the solution at time t
nJ
should be stored only for points
on the boundary 
E
itself
This formulation of the Higdon OBCs requires penetration into the domain because of
the high normal derivative and also requires timehistory Thus the storage requirement can
be high Also in order to work properly the method requires a buer zone of zero initial
conditions of width J  In addition it is not easy to extend the algorithm to FE formulations
and to unstructured meshes On the other hand by construction it is stable at the corners
If the interior scheme is implicit as is the case when advection is present we have to
exclude from Z

















terms These terms have index m whose base	 representation contains only the digits  and
 see Box  Now Z

can be computed based on the previous algorithm We compute A
m
for the terms excluded from Z

ie for m whose base	 representation contains only the
digits  and  and create an equation relating boundary values to interior values at time n
This equation will be part of the system in the next section
An alternative formulation which eliminates all derivatives in the Higdon condition be
yond the secondorder ones via the use of auxiliary variables is given in the Appendix This
alternative formulation does not require penetration into the domain and the keeping of
timehistory It also does not require a buer zone of zero initial conditions On the other
hand it is potentially less stable not every combination of C
j
in every order gives stability
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 Start with Z










 Loop over the integers m       	
J
 
 For a given m transform m into a number r in base 	 consisting of the digits 
 and  only The length of r will be at most J digits Store the J digits of r in
the vector D
r
j j       J 
Example Suppose that J   and m   Since  in base 	 is r   we
will get D
r
 f       g 
 Use D
r
to calculate the coecient A
m
 To this end start with A
m
  loop over
j       J  and for each j multiply A
m








































 To this end start with !n  n and
!
i  E loop over j       J  and for each j subtract  from !n if D
r





j   or do nothing if D
r











Example For the case J   and m   considered above we get !n  n  




i  E 	 because the digit































Box  Algorithm for implementing the Higdon OBC of order J on the discrete level rst
formulation
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and it may require special attention at the corners However we remark that all but one
the numerical results presented in Section  were obtained by the highderivative discrete
formulation described above One numerical result using auxiliary variable formulation but
no advection is presented in order to demonstrate very high order J   OBCs
In Table  we give the overhead CPU time in seconds using PCAT with 	 Mb RAM
required as a function of the order J of the boundary conditions It can be seen that up to
J   the overhead is negligible
 Discretizing the Linearized SWE NLayer Stratied
Model with Constant NonZero Advection Terms









































































































































































































































HighOrder Open Boundaries 
As in the singlelayer advection case 	 must be solved implicitly for each layer L
i
 The
system of equations is complemented on the boundaries using the discretized Higdon bound
ary equations as discussed before
 The Higdon Matrix
An image of the coecient matrix resulting from 	 along with the boundary conditions
is presented in Figure  where zero elements are black and nonzero elements are white
Here the truncated domain  is approximated using   grid and Higdon OBCs of order
J   are applied to all four sides On the top and the bottom of the image we see  light




bottom The heavier line along the diagonal is three points thick and is 
anked to the left
and right by two thinner lines These result from the discretization of the interior points
Finally the periodic shortspikes pointing to the left and right were generated by the




respectively Note that there are only  each of these short
horizontal lines This indicates that the corner points were included in the yboundaries
otherwise  N
x
 of such pairs would be visible
It is evident from the image that the Higdon matrix required for nonzero advection











 J   	





















  and J   only 	" of the matrix elements are non
zeros Increasing domain size or number of layers as well as rening the grid would further
exacerbate the problem Clearly sparse matrix procedures are in order
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 Numerical Examples
 TwoDimensional SingleLayer Scheme with Higdon OBCs on
Four Sides with NonZero Advection
In this example the truncated domain  with Higdon OBCs on four sides is used The
extended domain D is an innite plane represented by a   square with a   mesh
 is located in the center of D at   x y   Higdon boundaries are also imposed on D for
computational purposes Spurious re
ection from these boundaries should not signicantly
pollute  On both domains  x   y   and  t   A gravitation parameter of
g   dispersion parameter of f   and a single layer of thickness    with density
   is used Advection constants of U   and V   are utilized












x y represents a disturbance initiated at t   and rand  is a












x y represents a disturbance initiated at t   and rand  is a ran
dom number on the interval   A buer of at least  zerovalued grid points was
maintained between the OBC and each event for stability purposes The events are shifted 
units in the positive x and ydirections on D in order to properly place them in the domains
center
Before running an example consideration was given to the selection of C
j
s Several
experiments were conducted with results reported in Figure 	 Initially a Higdon OBC with
















g   was considered This was
compared to a case where the C
j
s are corrected for advection The predominate speed of
the gravity wave is C

 This is aected somewhat the dispersion and wave height However
with the inclusion of advection the predominate wave speed with respect to each boundary
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
is aected more signicantly Therefore the C
j
s on each boundary are adjusted These






























 f    g C
north
j




 f    g C
south
j
 f    g
We dene the error norm ketk

by the square root of the some of the squares of the
pointwise dierence between the solution on the truncated domain  and the solution on





at t   This error however can be reduced further
A buer of J zerovalued grid points was necessary to achieve stability for a J
th
order
Higdon OBC When advection is incorporated into the problem this buer zone moves
horizontally toward at least one of the boundaries Therefore the buer is compressed with
respect to the boundary toward which it is moving In order to maintain stability we must
either increase the size of the buer zone or reduce the order J  In plot B top right of
Figure 	 a 
th
order Higdon OBC is compared to a 	
rd
order Higdon OBC In both cases the
C
j
s are adjusted for advection In this example ketk





One further adjustment is possible to reduce ketk

 Geometric dispersion is another
factor in the boundaries response to an impinging wave A wave striking normal to the
boundary will generally have a wave speed that is approximately C

 In all other cases the
wave speed is less than C

 An example was set up for J  	 in which C
j
 f  g with
the reduced values taking into account the geometric dispersion Adjusted for advection the
C
j




 f	  g C
north
j




 f	  g C
south
j
 f  g
	
In Plot C bottom left of Figure 	 an additional reduction in ketk

is evident Further
analysis is necessary to determine how to best adjust C
j
values for geometric dispersion
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The question of the corner points of  is again salient in the advection case because
the values for C
j
on each boundary are now dierent Recall that there are two ways to
approximate the boundary values when numerically solving the problem Both approaches
are tested here In the rst run the xboundaries were computed rst including the corner
points and the yboundaries computed next excluding the corner points In a second
experiment the procedure was reversed and corner points were included in the yboundaries
Plot D bottom right of Figure 	 reveals that the solutions are identical Hence as concluded
earlier no special handling at the corner points is necessary
With these results in mind Higdon OBCs of order J  	 with C
j
 f  g are used
With U   and V   the adjusted C
j
s are those listed in 	 A trial is run for 
time units At t   Figure  event  has been propagating outward in  for approximately
 time unit The eect of advection is apparent as the propagation of the gravity wave is
tending toward the southeast ie in the   	 direction The leading edge of the
wave has passed through the 
E
 but the error measurement is still very small At t  









 At t   Figure  most of event  has left  We note some spurious activity
on the western boundary





 has passed through all four boundaries relatively unperturbed The plot of D reveals that
the wave front continues to tend toward the southern and eastern portion of the extended
domain
At t   Figure  the second event has passed through the boundary The wave
propagation pattern continues to drift in the direction of advection as revealed by the
upperright plot of D Close inspection of the contours reveal spreading where the gravity
wave is traveling in the direction of advection and compression where the gravity wave is
traveling against the direction of advection In the latter case this indicates a steeper wave
front Since the gravity wave is omnidirectional this eect varies throughout the plot In
 the noise of spurious re
ection is now visible
This experiment was repeated for two other sets of values for U and V  In the rst
variation Figure  the magnitude of the advection constants were lowered to U   and
HighOrder Open Boundaries 
V   As expected there is a decreased tendency toward the southeast Also notable
is a reduction in the error measurement
In the second variation Figure  the magnitude of the advection constants was in
creased to U   and V  	 The tendency to the southeast as well as the error
measurement has increased
These results indicate that the model is behaving as expected with regards to the rate and
direction of advection However as the magnitude of the advection constants is increased the
measured error will also increase In the current example the magnitude of the advection is 
to  times greater than the magnitude of the depth In a real world problem where the open
ocean is the medium of propagation advection constants are expected to be signicantly
smaller
The next example involves a persistent point source which is turned on at t   in the
center of the computational domain The computational parameters are  x   y  
and  t   The parameters C

  and U  V  f   are used The auxiliary variable
formulation of the Higdon boundary conditions are applied along all four sides of the domain
with C
j
  for all the js Notice that since there is no advection the auxiliary variable
formulation is much simpler see eg  The reference domain D

is taken here to be
large enough that during the computation time   t   the wave front does not reach the
extended outer boundaries at all although it does of course pass the truncated boundary












































Fig  shows the maximum relative error during   t   as a function of the Higdon order
J  for   J   The error reduces sharply when passing from J   the Sommerfeldlike
condition to J   then oscillates slightly when J is further increased and levels o at
about " The error cannot be reduced further without also rening the grid and choosing
a smaller timestep size With both Higdon formulations no instability has been observed in
this case For additional examples where the error is measured for increasing J  see  
Fig 	 shows the comparison of the computed solution with the reference solution with
J   at t   Very good agreement between the two solutions is observed
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 A TwoLayer Scheme Incorporating Advection
In this example the domains  and D as described before with identical positioning of the
Higdon OBCs are utilized The following problem parameters are used
 x   y    t  
g   f  

i





 f g V
i
 fg
J   C
j
 f    g
Correcting the C
j




 f    g C
north
j




 f    g C
south
j
 f    g














x y represents a disturbance initiated in L

at t   and rand  is a
random number on the interval   The example is run for ve time steps
At t   Figure  the disturbance has been underway for approximately one second
Minimal spurious re
ection occurs at the boundaries In the lowerright plot two additional
measurements are noted The rst Max Ref Surf is jj
max
measured over the entire run







Since both are maxima extracted from the data generated over the entire run they will not
change with time
At t   Figure  most of the wave action has left  The residual action in the
truncated domains are for the most part similar There is however some visible dierence
near the boundaries resultant from spurious re
ection The lowerright plot reports
Max jjejjRatio  "
That is to say the maximum error norm jjejj at t   was " of the jj
max

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Appendix
A Formulation Using Auxiliary Variables
In this section we develop the auxiliary variable formulation for the advective case We rst
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   on B  A	
Again to x ideas we consider 
E




     

J
 which are dened on B as well as in the exterior domain D Eventu
ally we shall use these functions only on B but the derivation requires that they be dened























































   A
By denition these relations hold in D and also on B It is easy to see that A$A
when imposed as boundary conditions on B are equivalent to the single boundary condition




   

J
   A
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 j       J  A
This set of conditions involves only rstorder derivatives However due to the appearance
of the xderivative in A one cannot discretize the 

j
on the boundary alone Therefore
we shall manipulate A in order to get rid of the xderivative














































   A
Here we need the assumption that C
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Eqs A	$A constitute a highorder boundary condition which involves only rst
and second time derivatives and tangential derivatives along the boundary It can be dis
cretized and combined with the intertior nite dierence scheme in a way similar to that
used in  for the simpler case of zero mean 
ow
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Captions
Fig  N Layer Shallow Water Model
Fig  Higdon Matrix Image for   with Higdon NRBCs with Order J   Applied
to Four Sides
Fig  Plot A top left J   with C
j
 f    g adjusted for advection compared
to J   with C
j
 f    g unadjusted for advection Plot B top right J  	
with C
j
 f  g compared to J   with C
j
 f    g both cases adjusted for
advection Plot C bottom left J  	 with C
j
 f  g compared to J  	 with
C
j
 f  g both cases adjusted for advection Plot D bottom right Corner check
for J  	 with C
j
 f  g adjusted for advection
Fig 	 Single Layer Problem the solution at t   after the rst event has been initiated












Fig  Single Layer Problem the solution at t   after the second event has been initiated
Fig  Single Layer Problem the solution at t   The spurious re
ection is evident at
the bottom left plot
Fig 
 Single Layer Problem the solution at t   with advection parameters U 
 V  
Fig  Single Layer Problem the solution at t   with advection parameters U 
 V  	
Fig  Maximum relative error for   J  
Fig  Solution at t   using auxiliary variable formulation with J   and no advection
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Fig 	 The twolayer problem the solution at t   after the initiation of disturbance
Fig  The twolayer problem the solution at t   Some noise at boundaries of bottom
left plot is evident
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Table  CPU time seconds as a function of J
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Figure  N Layer Shallow Water Model
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Matrix Image for Ω with J=9









Figure  Higdon Matrix Image for     with Higdon NRBCs with Order J  
Applied to Four Sides
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case 1 = 0.0017415||e||
case 2 = 0.0096188

















case 1 = 2.6311e−005||e||
case 2 = 0.0017415














case 1 = 2.436e−005||e||
case 2 = 2.6311e−005













case 1 = 2.436e−005||e||
case 2 = 2.436e−005
Figure 	 Plot A top left J   with C
j
 f    g adjusted for advection compared
to J   with C
j
 f    g unadjusted for advection Plot B top right J  	 with
C
j
 f  g compared to J   with C
j
 f    g both cases adjusted for advection
Plot C bottom left J  	 with C
j
 f  g compared to J  	 with C
j
 f  g
both cases adjusted for advection Plot D bottom right Corner check for J  	 with
C
j
 f  g adjusted for advection
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Figure  Single Layer Problem the solution at t   after the rst event has been initiated
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Figure  Single Layer Problem the solution at t   after the second event has been
initiated
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Figure  Single Layer Problem the solution at t   The spurious re
ection is evident at
the bottom left plot
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Figure  Single Layer Problem the solution at t   with advection parameters U 
 V  
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Figure  Single Layer Problem the solution at t   with advection parameters U 
 V  	
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Figure  Maximum relative error for   J  
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Figure 	 Solution at t   using auxiliary variable formulation with J   and no
advection
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Figure  The twolayer problem the solution at t   after the initiation of disturbance
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Figure  The twolayer problem the solution at t   Some noise at boundaries of bottom
left plot is evident











Table  CPU time seconds as a function of J
